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The appraisement on theories of science is both the important link in the 
scientific research and important problem in the philosophy of science. But 
philosophers’ controversy has not ceased since the fifties- sixties of 20th century.  
Last-modern philosophy prefer disintegrate scientific objective foundation, and 
especially“Sokal incident” in the late 1990s showed that science had been meeting 
with the opposition of relativism and falling into the same kind with politics、interest 
and game. It is important to Science and Philosophy to surpass relativism about the 
appraisal of scientific theories. Hence, this article aims at approaching its orderliness. 
This dissertation is divided into six chapters. 
Chapter 1 is about the dilemma of the appraisement on scientific theories. This 
chapter arranges the developed process in proper order about the appraisement on 
scientific theories. It demarcates before Thomas Kuhn、Thomas Kuhn and after 
Thomas Kuhn and explains their different opinions. 
Chapter 2 is about the context key of the appraisement on scientific theories. 
This chapter states the contextual method about the appraisal of scientific theories. It 
claims that to evaluate theories must place in their using, and must comprehend 
natural phenomenon in the relevance of contextual elements, and to act must possess 
the highest priority. 
Chapter 3 is about the essence of scientific theories and truth. After arranging in 
proper order about the construct of scientific theory and truth theory, this article 
makes further analysis in the context and maintains the contextual construct and 
contextual truth about theories of science. 
Chapter 4 is about the context principle of the appraisement on scientific theories. 
It set forth features and types of the contextual appraisement and certainty principle 
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Chapter 5 is about the historical narrative for the appraisal of scientific theories. 
It thinks theories of science as historical incidents, and the appraisement must be set 
in the historical context. It maintains that the truth of the appraisement is make up by 
historical resumption、personal experience and continuous fluctuation. 
Chapter 6 is about the strategic appraisement in the uncertainty. The 
appraisement on scientific theories is placed in the future uncertainty. It puts forward 
the basic demands and tactics about the strategic appraisement. 
There are two new ideas through this dissertation. First, it is to lead the 
contextual method into the appraisement on scientific theories. The previous 
appraisements analyzed mainly from logic、historical and sociological method, and 
they have met with some  dilemmas from objectivism to relativism inclination, 
finally to relativism. The contextual methodology places the appraisal of scientific 
theories in their using, and thinks of both understanding as the core of the 
appraisement and action as a first priority. It synthesizes syntactic、semantic and 
pragmatistic analysis, so It transcends objectivism and relativism. Secondly, it has 
constructed the corresponding system of the contextual appraisement from reality、
history and future levels. According to the contextual methodology, the appraisement 
on scientific theories is both certain and open. The practical level emphasizes the 
context of certainty, and it is the base and the premise of the history and future levels; 
the history and future levels give prominence to continuity and open, and they make 
the context of certainty progress. Theories of natural science are continuously 
developing in the certain and open context. 
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